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A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

May/June, 1991

Notes on Lithuania in Transition
ELAINE BERNARD

In

December 1990, 1 had the opportunity to visit the Baltic Republic of Lithuania for 10 days on the invitation of Kazimie ra Uoka, State Comptroller of
Lithuania and a member of the Lithuanian
parliament. A young, smart, energetic former construction worker from Kaunus,
Uoka had split with the official communist
union in Lithuania and was the founder of
the two-year-old, independent trade union,
the Lithuanian Workers Union.
The "official" aspect of my trip was to
meet with union activists and lend some
assistance to them in setting up educational programs for trade unionists in Lithuania and possibly some of the other
republics. Unofficially, Uoka was concerned that, with world attention focused
on the Mideast during "Operation Desert
Shield," the Soviets might use the moment
to conduct a crackdown in the Ba/tics.
Uoka wanted to develop as many links as
possible to labor in the West, in the hopes
that his members and their organization
would survive the pending crackdown,
and like Solidarnosr; in Poland, emerge
from this challenge stronger.
As subsequent events proved, Uoka
was certainly right about the timing of the
crackdown. My new friends in Lithuania
tell me that while the situation is grim, the
union is surviving and continuing to discuss the transformation of work and soci-

ety in Lithuania. This in spite of continued
threats and violence by the occupying
army.
To place these notes in context, it's
important to understand that I had some
reservations about going to Lithuania.
First, I'm no "expert" on Eastern Europe,
and my knowledge about Lithuania was
limited. While I had traveled in Eastern
Europe be[ore, I had never been to any of
the Baltic States and I spoke neither Russian nor Lithuanian. 1 was also concerned
about the nature of the nationalist movement in Eastern Europe. While I've always
been a defender of oppressed nations'

right to self-determination, I have a personal antipathy for nationalism of any
stripe. As well, I had followed reports of
the reemergence of anti-Semitism throughout Eastern Europe and wondered how
overt this might be in Lithuania. Finally,
as it was clear that a crackdown was
imminent, I had some concerns about my
potential as a foreign national to victimize,
by my presence, the people I was trying to
help.

Women workers at a plastics factory in Vilnius. Photo: Elaine Bernard

continued on page two

Lithuania
continued from page one

The Mood in the Country
On arriving in Lithuania I encountered
a crazy sort of pessimistic revolution. I've
been to other countries going through
massive change and there is usually a
sense of exhilaration and optimism about
the future. An optimist in Lithuanian terms
is someone who thinks that things will not
get disastrously worse by spring. That's no
joke. In many ways this pessimism is a
problem. Realism is one thing, but an allencompassing depressing criticism of
everything makes it difficult to even discuss solutions. It demobilizes people, and
revictimizes.
There were, of course, a few exceptions to this overall mood. Among the
young students I found some enthusiasm
and hope. Thank god for youth everywhere. But even here, the mood was tempered by cynicism. Many of the students
insisted that all they had been told before
were lies, but now they knew the truth.
Unfortunately, it appeared to me that they
were in the throes of abandoning one set
of lies for another. For example, on the
Second World War, they now know all
about the Hitler/Stalin pact and Stalin's
betrayal of Lithuania. But on the role of
Lithuanians in the holocaust, they know
nothing. We have a sanitized new nationalist version of Lithuanian history - as
much a lie as any Stalinist version.

Ethnic Ru~ian Nuclear Workers
My typical day in Lithuania began at
9am and continued until 2 or 3am the next
morning, as we drove all over the republic
visiting various factories and worksites
and meeting with workers. One of the
more interesting of these meetings was
with a group of Russian nuclear power
plant workers.* They began by pronouncing this to be an historic occasion for
them. They explained that they had been
forced as a condition of employment to
sign a statement that they would not meet
with or talk to foreigners. We were a little
worried about the compromising position
we were putting them in, but they were
very anxious to talk, and wanted to make
some of their concerns known.
These workers had a lot of worries.
The number one issue on their minds was
occupational health and the safety of the
entire community. The plant is a graphitetype plant, like Chernobyl, only it's twice
the size and sits on a fault The city's radiation ·.varning system had been turned off
for a number of months, and the workers
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had no idea of (or access to information
about) the radiation levels which they
were experiencing in their work. Talk
about your occupational health and safety
disaster area! They also told me that the
plant management doesn't even bother to
do individual monitoring of the custodial
staff in the plant, all of whom are women.
It's an outrage.

factories and enterprises from the communist "nomenklatura." If they understand
one thing, it certainly is a fine critique of
the state bureaucracy.
To them, state ownership and public
enterprise effectively means communist
party control, and for all useful purposes
CP ownership. Privatization became the
catch-all phrase for removing this control.

An optimist in Lithuanian terms is someone who thinks
that things will not get disastrously worse by spring.
Everybody was afraid, but they are
well paid and also fear for their jobs. I
cautioned them that this phenomenon also
happens under capitalism, and that the
only safeguard in the long run was their
own self-organization. They said yes, they
understood this, but it is just so dangerous,
and management has so much control.
They fear their jobs, and they fear loss of
their jobs. It's certainly a mess.

Russian Nationals and Lithuanian
Independence
.It was interesting to hear these workers' thoughts on the Lithuanian independence movement. As ethnic Russians, they
are concerned about what their rights and
"position" will be within the newly independent republic. The Russians recognize
that the Soviet government brought them
in to staff the plant (which is owned by the
Soviet Union and transmits much of its
power to Byelorussia and the Ukraine) as
a divide-and-conquer strategy. They also
know that they must tread gently with this
valuable asset which the Soviets view as
strategic. The Lithuanian Workers' Union,
to its credit, is working hard to organize
the Russians.

The CP is opposed to "privatization" for
the clear reason that it would effectively
remove their material power base. The real
debate around the issue was in whose
hands the newly "privatized" industry
should be delivered. Into the hands of the
community? And if so how? Into the
hands of the workers in the enterprise?
Private ventures? Outside foreign capital?
Workers' savings?
There were all sorts of illusions
(naivete) about the role of capitalists
(owners) in American industry. There
were even greater illusions about the freedom that workers experienced in a free

continued on page six
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Privatization
One of the main topics of discussion
everywhere, with everyone, was "privatization." If I didn't raise it, ·they did. It's
certainly not a term that I have ever used
in a glowing manner. In Lithuania, most of
the progressives are in favor of "privatization," including the anarchists, which was
what first clued me in to the fact that this
word might mean something different to
them than it meant to me. When I spoke to
Uoka and to activists within his union, it
soon became clear that what they meant
was what I would call "workers' control."
This is because they are preoccupied by
the problem of wrestling control of the
Resist Newsletter
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Mujer a Mujer:
Considering "Free" Trade
Grassroots Report

Mujer

a Mujer is an association of
U.S. and Me:rican activists, women creating their own history within popular
movements for social change in each
country. The organization is engaged in its
own kind of popular education involving
four elements: 'analisis de coyuntura,'
'exchange of experiences,' 'self-diagnosis,' and 'sistematizacion de experiencias.'
When Mujer a Mujer does an 'analisis
de coyuntura,' the women are looking for
the contradictions that currently exist in
their work: strengths and weaknesses of
their own organization and those of the
systems in operation around them; potential allies; possible gains that can be made
at the moment. As women begin to
'exchange experiences' much of what
each has taken for granted is challenged,
while much is confirmed. 'Self-diagnosis'
refers to a tool of popular education that
includes describing the current context of
the work, the changes imagined, and the
actions to be taken ... and then looking to
see how the three are in harmony and how
they are not. This can lead to new priorities. Finally, 'sistematizacion de experiencias,' involves documenting and remembering the work, to provide a sense of
rhythm and direction, protect against
repeating mistakes, and enable new members to participate more fully.
Given this syle of organizing, Resist
asked Mujer a Mujer to contribute an
article about what the rapid economic
integration of Canada, Mexico and the
U.S. might mean for women and for community self-determination in general. Following is the group's response to our
inquiry... .
Free Trade. When we first looked up
and saw it coming, we were paralyzed
with fear. In these last two years our economy has been drastically restructured: our
national banking system, copper mines,
steel mills, telephone company, oil processing industries, airlines, and food system have all been "privatized," and in
many cases, sold to foreign interests. Tar#236

iffs protecting national industries have
been reduced from 100% to 10%.
In all this we have not been consulted
- only informed after the fact. "No" has
not been an option. Only now are popular
movements beginning to grasp the profound nature of the changes we are in the
midst of, and we are regrouping to
respond effectively.
We are Mexican and U.S. women with
six years of experience promoting the connections between women's and popular
organizations (lesbian, neighborhood, antiviolence, workplace, indigenous, popular
education) in our two countries. Our
exchanges have been powerful. Women
have had a chance to look at their own
local work in an international context,
compare contexts and strategies, and make
lasting connections with like-spirited
women. Now, in light of the upcoming
Mexico-U.S.-Canada Free Trade Treaty,
our work has become not only inspirational, but strategic.

What is Free Trade?
Free Trade is much more than a commercial agreement - it is a powerful legal
device to lock into place changes which
have already been occurring. It gives all
authority to the market. Whoever can sell
most cheaply wins, no matter the cost in
terms of labor rights, environmental protection, quality of life. Canada signed a
Free Trade Agreement with the U.S. on
January 1, 1989. Since then, some 226,000.
jobs have been lost through plant flight to
cheaper locations, and Canada's future is
at stake as a national entity as provinces
begin linking south instead of laterally.
A Tri-lateral Free Trade Treaty between Canada, Mexico and the U.S. is
now in the works. If "fast track" (which
would limit Congressional involvement to
mere approval or veto) passes, the treaty
will be negotiated this summer and fall,
signed late this year, and implemented
early next.
"Free Trade" greatly reduces the regulatory powers of national governments,
Resist Newsletter

since regulations are considered barriers to
the "free" movement of capital, goods,
resources, and services across borders.
Government subsidies and services are
considered "unfair competition" for
transnational private companies desiring to
sell the same product or service.
The current "Free Trade" agreements
have their roots in the "Border Industrialization Program" (BIP) of 1965, which
gave birth to the assembly-for-export
industries known as the "maquiladoras."
The justification for the BIP was that it
would provide jobs for men who had been
deported and displaced by the termination
of the U.S. bracero (contract workers) program.
The BIP has parallels in the Export
Processing Zones in Asia and the Caribbean. It turned the entire 2000 mile U.S.Mexican border into a special area where
international investors could operate
exempt from import and export duties,
local and federal taxes, labor and environmental protection laws, and constitutional
limits on foreign-owned operations.
Instead of employing the displaced
and deported braceros, however, the
maquiladoras hired their daughters young women aged 16-25. In 1965, they
were paid $2.00 (U.S.) an hour, which fell
by 1974 to the peso equivalent of $1.00 an
hour, and now hovers at around 59 cents.
As a condition of employment, these
women regularly must submit to pregnancy tests. Maguila exports, along with oil
and tourism, are now Mexico's three
major sources of income.
The maquila "experiment" has been
declared a success. Now the goal is the
"maquilazation" of Mexico, one more step
towards the worldwide future called
"international sub-contracting." The production process everywhere is being broken down into pieces and spread all over
the globe, as transnational interests seek
accessible national resources, cheaper and
more cooperative labor, less government
regulation, and proximity to markets.

continued on page four
Page Three

Mexico
continued from page three

The End of the Nation-State?
Now that national economies are a
thing of the past, we find ourselves asking:
Is there any longer such a thing as a
national government? As national selfdetermination? As national liberation?
The one-party State, which arose out
of the 1910 Mexican Revolution, has been
paternalistic, bureaucratic, and nationalistic. It is well represented by Siquiero's
mural of the brawny faceless torso, the
stone eagle keeping fierce vigil over
madonna and child. Within the first
decades of the Revolution, the government
nationalized the country's oil, mines, and
water. It eventually gained control over all
food, transportation, communication, and
health care systems. The State took agricultural land out of the hands of the "latifundistas," collectivized it, and prevented
its purchase or sale.
It did all this through forms of "corporati vist" control. The State grew in the
name of the people but at the expense of
popular participation. All of society was
organized into sectorial groups (union,
campesino, urban, women's, professional)
all controlled by the Party of the Institutional Revolution (PRI), which, with 62
years in power, has experienced the
longest reign of any government in Latin
America.
A national identity was forged out of
indigenous roots, while indigenous forms
of self-government were undermined or
destroyed. Liberation struggles in Spain,
Cuba, and the rest of Latin America were
championed, while sophisticated and often
violent forms of social and political control were developed at home. Key to
national identity has been the fact that
Mexico has always stood strong in the
face of its belligerant northern neighbor.
Now Salinas has announced that
"Mexico no longer wants to be part of the
Third World." He is ready to drop the dignified distance that his predecessors have
maintained with their U.S. counterparts.
Salinas invited Bush to a weekend at the
family ranch. Pictures of warm camraderie
between the Harvard graduate and the
Texas native fill the papers on Free Trade
eve.
Mexico's nationalistic economy is
being dismantled at a rate that even the
head of the Mexican Chamber of Commerce considers "radical." The juiciest of
government-owned businesses (the telephone company, copper mines, and steel
mills) are being auctioned off to the priPage Four

vate sector. The money from these sales is
being used to pay the foreign debt (now
estimated to be 100 billion dollars, and
requiring the country to pay 10-13 billion
dollars a year in interest) and to fund a
political hand-out "solidarity" program for
the "poorest of the poor."
The more challenging pieces of the
public economy (low-income housing,
health care, small-scale agriculture, marketing of basic foods) are being offered to
some segments of the popular movements,
to bring them into the black under the
most adverse conditions, with no support
at all.

tours, conferences, and translations. We
are promoting the use of electronic networking (PeaceNet, web, Alternex, etc.) as
a cheap and powerful means of keeping in
touch internationally.

Popular Education
To respond to the rapidity of these
events, we must drop pre-conceived formulas and think for ourselves. Like many
groups, we are giving more and more
attention to the "methodology of popular
education," the process through which
people individually and collectively learn
to grasp and shape their own history. In

Now that national economies are a thing of the past, we
find ourselves asking: Is there any longer such a thing as a
national government? As national self-determination? As
national liberation?
Facing Free Trade
Everything has changed, but the popular movements are not totally unprepared.
During the 1980s we have been shifting
our strategies from mere protests and
demands to development of our own
forms of self-government.
The coffee growers who once relied
strictly on sit-ins demanding higher prices
from the government-owned coffee company have organized their own cooperative warehousing, processing, and international marketing strategies. Organizations
of the homeless have developed their own
credit unions and community controlled
housing projects. The women of the poor
colonias have organized their own country-to-city food coops and community
kitchens.
We 're just now coming together to see
what to do about Free Trade. If we lay all
the odds on a national campaign to "Just
Say No," we're most likely to wake up
with our hands empty the day the agreement is signed.
We believe that the problem neither
begins nor ends with the Free Trade
Agreement. We're in the midst of the rapid
economic integration of the North American region, according to a model that benefits investors to the detriment of citizens
in our three countries. We are seeking to
promote connection and coordination
among women and popular movements in
the region, through workshops, exchanges,
Resist Newsletter

Mujer a Mujer, our challenge is to go
beyond our trusted recipe of "bring good
women together and stir." How can we
support women seeking to gain a vision of
their local struggle in its international context? Women seeking to expose and confront the gender strategies of transnational
investors? Women seeking to confront the
homophobia within a culture under siege?

Lesbian Connections
Perhaps the stongest connecting we're
involved with is that taking place between
Mexicana, Chicana, and Latina lesbians. It
is a careful approach, crossed by painful
misunderstandings, moved by deep
need/desire to touch the root which has
been split.
Chicanas have described the intimate,
everyday violations of life under racism,
blowing away the myth here that everyone
has it made in "gringolandia." Women
debate the meaning of the Virgin of
Guadalupe: symbol of the mother culture,
or symbol of patriarchal domination?
This process is teaching us the power
of culture, bed of collective memory,
ground of identity and resistance, material
for re-creation. This is a key lesson in an
age when national identity (in Mexico and
Canada) is no longer being defended by
Father Patria.

New Models of Women's Oganizing
We have found Mexicana, Chicana,
May/June , 1991

Mexico
and Asian connecting to be primary in our
labor organizing as well. Immigrant
women in the U.S. are evolving a new
labor movement that reaches into the
workplace from its roots in the community, and that is tied to struggles outside of
the U.S. through family and personal history.
Recent working women's exchanges
have focused on women's struggles with
traditional unions (democratize them?
organize outside them?); international
organizing to confront runaway shops;
analysis of new worker-management partnership schemes; and labor-neighborhood
organizing in immigrant communities.
As local and national governments
retreat from their historic responsibilities
for guaranteeing housing and social services, urban movements in all three countries are beginning to grasp the international nature of the urban crisis. Women
are at the center (though rarely the head)
of these movements. We are analyzing
how the transition to a new era of economic integration is being financed by pushing
poor women to the limits of survival.
Women are discussing, learning, strategizing about how to organize in ways that lay
the groundwork for economic re-organization and shared power. If you would like
more information about our work, write:
Mujer a Mujer/Woman To Woman, P.O.
Box 12322, San Antonio, TX 78212 or
Mujer a Mujer, Apdo. 24-553, Col. Roma,
06701 Mexico, D.F. Or, call Elaine Burns
at 525-511-7472, fax 011-525-584-1086,
or Peacenet.mam. The group publishes a
newletter, Correspondencia, with articles
and exchanges between Mexican and
North American women.

•

What are people saying
about the Guardian nowv?!
"No other publication regularly
provides such detailed coverage of
events from the point of view of
activists themselves ."
-Manning Marable,
social historian .

"On every level- news , history
arts, cinema, theater,
analysis-this weekly •
journal fills in the
-' • ~
gaps missed by the
·- ,,, ,'.;:"_
establishment press .
It has become an
,2 ,.•
,
indispensable adjunct
r
to what I used to
!"
refer to as the
overground media ."
-William M. Kunstler, Attorney .

a
/

" I would hate to be without
the Guardian . It gives me
information I can't find
anywhere else.•~
--Grace Paley ,
author, activist.

"I read the Guardian regularly because,
in the space of a few pages,
it gives me a wide range of
information, well written,
and with a minimum of
political cant, gobbledy-gook,
jargon or whatever you want
to call it. " -Pete Seeger, folksinger.

"It is the broad and wide-ranging
coverage that makes the Guardian a
valuable tool in the struggle to build
a more unified peace and justice
movement in America."
-Leslie Cagan, former
Program Coordinator, National
Mobilization for Survival.

These leading activists can't all be wrong.
Shouldn't you be reading the Guardian every
week? Subscribe today, and find your world
in the Guardian-the movement's newspaper.
Use the coupon below.

----------------------- ---------~I'm convinced! Enclosed ls $12.50 for a 6-montb subscription.
That's over 50% off the cover price .

D I'm

not sure yet. Send me a free 4-issue introductory subscriptioa:i.
I'll also receive subscription offers at the discount rate .

0 Charge my:
0 Mastercard
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Return to: Guardian, 33 W. 17th St., New York, NY lOOll.
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. lend check or money order to RESIST.
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Lithuania
continued from page two

by fleeing to Russia and who are now trying to set up a Lithuanian Jewish Museum
in Vilnius as both a resource and a
reminder about the once vibrant Jewish
community in Lithuania. As they kept
reminding me, this is one of the three
major centers of Jewish culture in the
world. There used to be about 200,000
Jews in Lithuania. Now it is down to
7,000-8,000 (with most of the young people going to Israel). These seniors have
been documenting the destruction of what
remains of the Jewish community, and trying to recover the history of the community for those who have left. They said that
they are too old to migrate, and more to
the point, they don't want to. They see it
as their mission to stay in Lithuania, as a
reminder, and to preserve their heritage.
They talked a lot about how the Soviets have made the Jews into non-persons.
Sort of the ethnicity that dare not speak its
name. For example at Ponar where they
estimate over 100,000 Jews died, the Soviets put up a sign that said "here is where
100,000 Soviet People were murdered by
the Nazis." It then goes on to explain,
"Russians, Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, Ukrainians, Byelorussians, and Others." Needless to say, the "and Others" cut
very deep. These seniors have a number of
ironic tales with the punch line always,
"and others." They are currently working
to try and get the sign changed so it says

Activists in the Lithuanian Workers Union at a Saturday seminar in a factory in Vilnius.
Photo: Elaine Bernard.

market system. I was frequently asked by
workers if under capitalism the employer
"took care" of the workers. They seemed
quite surprised when I told them that 37
million Americans have no health care
insurance. They seemed to think that the
U.S. has a large social safety net and only
the lazy and the slothful suffer. They also
were very surprised when I told them that
lots of people in America do not speak
English. They have a vision of America as
a homogenous, white, English speaking
community of wealthy entrepreneurs.

their own ideas." Well, I gave a big smile
and called him a brother. When this was
translated, everybody laughed and we
hugged all around.
We then got down to serious discussions. Their first question was about the
Industrial Workers of the World. Did they
still carry much influence in the U.S. labor
movement? I'm afraid I had to break the
sad news to them that while the IWW's
songs are cherished and still live on, and
many of us may even be sympathetic to
the direct action approach of the Wobblies,
they don't really exist as a significant tendency within the U.S. labor movement
Anarchists
I was introduced to some Russian and anymore.
Lithuanian anarchists who are members of
I, in turn, asked them about the
the Lithuanian Workers Union and other strength of anarchism among unionists in
newly emerging independent unions in the Lithuania and the Soviet Union. They told
USSR. The meeting took me a little aback, me that while they have maybe a few
as they were the first unionists I had met thousand adherents, they didn't think it
in Lithuania with what I would term an was a very strong tendency within the
avowed "leftist" political position. I proba- newly emerging labor movement. They
bly looked worried, but I was concerned gave me a bunch of their papers, in Rusabout whether the translation had been sian of course. Seems they didn't have any
accurate. I was sure I had heard "anar- Lithuanian anarchist papers, yet. I wouid
chist" and everybody had repeated it in have liked to stay and have a long discusEnglish, almost like a chant. But still, with sion with the anarchists about their pertranslations and accents late at night, it can spectives on the changes now taking place
make you think you've heard some very in Lithuania and the Soviet Union, but
weird things. So I asked one of them, unfortunately by this point it was already
whom I had previously met at a factory in after midnight and I had one more meeting
Sialuliai, what he meant by the term "anar- · to go to before the night was through.
chism." He quickly replied that they wanted to destroy "this old empire" and "create Jews and Jewish Culture
a society where people could always resist
I was able to meet with some Jewish
the government and be free to express seniors who had survived the Holocaust

Page Six
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JEWS.

I

They showed us where Jewish gravestones have been used as steps and foundation stones for the labor palace in Vilnius. From particular angles you can still
see the Hebrew lettering, even though I
wasn't able to photograph it well.
The Jews were somewhat nervous
about the Lithuania independence movement. They remembered the murderous
collaboration by the Lithuanians during
the war and tend to see the Soviets as a
check on Lithuanian anti-Semitism. They
are hardly pro-Soviet, but many of them
remember fleeing to the Soviet Union in
order to escape the Holocaust - with
Lithuanian nationals murdering Jews in
advance of the Nazi occupation during the
Second World War.
The younger ones, the few who have
decided to stay, don't agree with the older
folks on their assessment of the Lithuanian
nationalist movement of today. They identify with the move towards a republic and
are very anti-Soviet. While not denying

continued on page seven
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Lithuania
continued from page six

the anti-Semitism in Lithuania, they don't
think that the Soviet Union is any haven
for Jews either.
Throughout this meeting with the
seniors, we spoke English but they were
arguing among themselves in Yiddish,
Russian, and Lithuanian, so I suspect there
was the occasional nuance that escaped
our detection. But they didn't want any
Lithuanian translators present during our
discussions, as we were talking about
extremely sensitive issues such as antiSemitism in Lithuania. And, as they put it,
they still have to live in this community.
One of the younger Jewish women,
married to a Russian, told us that they
never let you forget that you are Jewish.
She, like most of the younger ones, is secular, but defines herself as Jewish rather
than Russian. She talked about going to
Israel, but is afraid of what awaits her
there. Also, her Russian husband does not
want to go to Israel, not because he's antiSemitic but for the good common sense
reason that you don't jump from the pan
into the fire.

Women
I met with a number of women workers from all over the republic. I asked
them what they thought, as women, about
the.changes that were taking place, but for
the most part they seemed reluctant to discuss things "as women." Several times,
when it became clear that I was quite
familiar and at ease with large machinery,
and when I told them I had worked for a
few years as a machinist on lathes and
milling machines, the women found this
hard to believe. They figured I should be
"bigger" and look "stronger." I reminded
them that the machines do most of the
work in machining - that's the theory
anyway.
I saw lots of women doing heavy
work, but in most of the factories there
was a clear, sexist division of labor. This
was very apparent in the TV factory,
where women did all the fine assembly
work and men did all the testing of equipment. I saw the same thing in the machine
plant, where men ran the milling
machines, lathes, and drill presses. Women
did the painting and some of the assembly
work.
I met a number of women who held
leadership roles in the local union. They
talked about the double work load of
women, but didn't expect that things
would get any worse for them under the
#236

new regime. I asked them if they knew
about some of the repressive new measures being instituted in Poland and East
Germany, such as recriminalization of
abortion and the like. They had heard of
that, but I generally could not get much of
a conversation going on "women's topics." I suspect this speaks volumes in
itself.

Participatory Democracy in Translation
When we began to talk with workers
about union education, it really felt like
something worse than starting from
scratch. The communist "official" unions
are completely incorporated into the state
apparatus, with senior management, up to
and including the plant director, all in the
compulsory union. Unions do not bargain
collectively, but they have privileges to
dole out, such as access to apartments,
holiday spots, even many services and

Ukraine, Russia, and Byelorussia. In classic participatory technique, we wanted
them to break into small groups and to
work out some problems and solutions
themselves. We asked them to discuss and
agree upon three general problems that
they felt were common to all the workers
in their group (e.g.,occupational health and
safety concerns, the need to gain access to
information in the work place, or meeting
with workers independent of the administration). Then they were to discuss and
develop an action plan of things that they
could do with their co-workers to begin to
resolve or ameliorate these problems. (In
the case of pollution, for example, they
might work with the community to raise
awareness of the hazards.) We carefully
went over the assignment, and it was
translated equally carefully into both Russian and Lithuanian.
Well, once the instructions were given

With translations and accents late at night, it can make
you think you've heard some very weird things, so I asked
what he meant by the term 'anarchism?' He quickly replied
that they wanted to destroy 'this old empire' and 'create a
society where people could always resist the government
and be free to express their own ideas.' Well, I gave a big
smile and called him a brother. When this was translated,
everybody laughed and we hugged all around.

goods such as meat and chocolate which
were not available in local stores but could
be purchased at the worksite.
Many of the workers I met with had
difficulty imagining a union as a voluntary
organization of working people to promote
collective action. Through the use and
abuse of privileges the communist party
has had a stranglehold on the "official"
unions and like everything else associated
with the old regimes they are totally discredited. In spite of this, they are able to
retain many workers because of their
access to material goods and privilege.
Workers in the new unions are very concerned about how to prevent such abuse of
power in the new unions, and how to
assure accountability to the membership.
We did a seminar for a group of workers from Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia,
Resist Newsletter

to the seminar, you wouldn't have
believed the commotion. They didn't think
it made sense to break into small groups.
What could they learn from each other?
Didn't they all know what the problems
were? They hadn't come here to talk with
workers, they explained, they had come to
hear me talk about America. We assured
them we would eventually talk about
America, but they would find that we had
few solutions to their problems. We also
said that we believed that it was important,
even if they thought they all agreed on
what the problems were, to at least get
them out in an organized manner. More
commotion. Finally, we were able to persuade them to at least try this crazy assignment, just to humor the foreigner.
By this point, I had gotten used to the

continued on page eight
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fact that in every workplace there is an Four Months Later
auditorium, and the myth is that these
I can't help but notice when I reread
enterprises are owned and built for the this material how, within all modem states,
workers. "Democracy" and "participation" whether capitalist or command economies,
are usually posed in terms of an expert language has come to mean it's opposite.
standing up in front at the podium and States, and most of their honored institutelling them what to do. Democracy is the tions teach people that they are powerless,
ability to question the "expert" The con- even while using the language of democcept that they might actually have to self- racy and participation. In spite of this,
organize was greatly resisted.
workers in Lithuania are starting to orgaAfter close to half an hour we finally nize independent of the state and indepengot them into their groups, and I then went dent of the communist party, and are
around to see how they were doing. The beginning a very difficult transformation
first group I met with was a group of Rus- of their society.
sians from Leningrad. There were fifteen
Arriving back in the U.S. to the propaof them, and each was sitting by him/her- ganda mobilization around the Gulf War
self writing out their own three problems made me recall the Lithuanian anarchist's
and three solutions. So I again had to comments about what he saw as his politiexplain that the thing we were trying to do cal role: to destroy "this old empire" and
was to get them to talk and listen to each "create a society where people could
other. To discuss openly what they thought always resist the government and be free
might be the major problems and what to express their own ideas." He could very
they thought could or couldn't be done well have been talking about the U.S.A.
about them.
Hierarchical relationships have permeated every level of Lithuanian society;
self-organization is such a radical concept Elaine Bernard is the Executive Director
that you almost need to develop a new of the Trade Union Program at Harvard.
vocabulary to get the notion across. Again,
part of the problem is that much of the lan- * These workers are ethnic Russians,
guage has been abused and appropriated nationals from the Russian republic of the
so that the very words - democracy, Soviet Union.
workers' control, equality, and participation - have come to mean in practice
something totally different, if not their
opposites.

•

activities connected with the Center has
gradually grown to include communitybuilding, education, and social and cultural events.
Among the major events sponsored by
the Center in 1990 was the first annual
Northern Lights Womyn 's Music Festival,
an eight hour celebration of regional
women's music feanrring entertainment by
women performers from around the area
and displays by craftswomen and artists.
Also central to the work of Aurora has
been its educational events for both the
lesbian community and other communities
in the greater Duluth area. In the past,
these have included a legal rights seminar, ·
a seminar on battering, a Take Back the
Night march and rally, and work with a
variety of area women's groups against
violence against women.
As their work has become more visible, Aurora members have been asked to
speak on lesbian and gay issues and to
conduct Lesbian Sensitivity trainings. To
help with this work, Aurora plans to develop a Community Education Program. The
program will be targeted at the community
at large, particularly students and human
service and health professionals. It will
consist of a Speakers Bureau and print and
other resource materials designed to sensitize the community to lesbian issues and to
fight homophobia. Resist funds will be
used to set up the administration of this
program and produce print materials in
support of the trainings.

MIDDLE EAST WITNESS
Short Term and Long Term Delegations
to the Middle East
A Nonviolent Presence in lsr(,'£1 and Occupied Palestine
Working for a U.S. policy in support of a tu1C?-state solution
•Witness firsthand the realities of the Israeli military occupation in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
•observe the Palestinian uprising in its many different expressions, including
the building of alternative institutions, nonccx)peration, and nonviolent resistance.
•Meet Israelis and Palestinians working in defense of human rights and for a
just resolution of the Israeli / Palestinian conflict.

For more information about scheduled delegations, cost, and applic.ations, write:

MIDDLE EAST WITNESS
515 Broadway, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 or call 408-423-1626
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of enormous strength who lived a
woman's daily life in woman's dress, but
remained a power in his Pueblo's gravest
councils." His life as a lhamana - an
individual who bridges the roles of women
and men - has been documented primarily by anthropologist Matilda Coxe Stevenson. WeWah spent six months in Washington D.C. as Stevenson's guest, calling on
Speaker of the House John Carlisle and
President Grover Cleveland and circulating through Washington society as a Zuni
"priestess."
BarCheeAmpe, a Crow Indian who
also lived in the mid-nineteenth century, is
recalled in lore as "one of the bravest
women that ever lived .... She possessed
great intellectual powers. She was
endowed with extraordinary muscular
strength, with the activity of the cat and
the speed of the antelope." The legend
holds that BarCheeAmpe is Woman Chief
whose life is documented in the letters of
frontiersman Edwin Denig. Woman Chief,
as described by Denig, was an accomplished warrior and leader who eventually
married four wives. Reflecting on WeWah
and BarCheeAmpe, Denig wrote, "Strange
country this where males assume the dress
and perform the duties of females, while
women tum men and mate with their own
sex!"
In the spirit of WeWah and BarCheeAmpe, the primary goals of the
WeWah & BarCheeAmpe members are to
build and support a community of gay and
lesbian Native Americans in New York; to
act on all issues of concern to indigenous
peoples; and to increase the visibility of
Native American cultures within the United States. They have produced performances of Native American artists, held
readings of Native American literature in
cooperation with the Gay and Lesbian Services Center, and are planning a conference in conjunction with New York's Gay
and Lesbian Heritage and Pride Festival
which will address the needs of indigenous gay men and lesbians. One of the primary vehicles for their work to date is
their newsletter Buffalo Hide which was
first published in November 1990.
Through Buffalo Hide the group hopes to
make visible the culture and history of gay
and lesbian Native Americans, and to provide a voice for this community. To this
end, the Resist grant will supplement
income from subscriptions to support the
production and mailing costs of the
newsletter.
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Gay and Lesbian Community Center of
Colorado, P.O. Drawer E, Denver, CO

and homicide. Included in this work has
been collaboration with other groups fighting white supremacy, violence against
women, and anti-Semitism. They have
also pursued a relationship with local law
enforcement agencies to address these
crimes. The Center was one of several
groups successfully pressuring the Denver
City Council to pass an anti-discrimination
ordinance including protections for gay
men and lesbians.
In addition to the documentation of
hate crimes, the Center recently sought to
expand its anti-violence work to include
outreach. In particular, the Center hopes to
educate the gay and lesbian community on
hate crimes and avenues of redress, and to
increase the flow of information to the
community at large to combat the ignorance and hatred which foster such crimes.
The funds from Resist will go toward the
production and distribution of print materials, and toward the rental of meeting
space for forums and discussions.

80218
Now in its fifteenth year, the Gay and
Lesbian Community Center of Colorado
(GLCCC) serves approximately 30,000
people annually, primarily through telephone help and crisis lines and support
groups, but also through education, outreach, and community mobilization
efforts. The goals of the organization
include providing support and advocacy
services to the gay and lesbian communities of Colorado; educating gay men and
lesbians on issues impacting on the community; and mobilizing the gay and lesbian community to respond to social injustice and to fight for the rights of all people.
The GLCCC supports a wide variety
of activities. Their telephone help and crisis lines provide information, referrals,
and support to callers. The Center also
hosts many support and peer groups for
gay men and lesbians, and supports a
Speakers Bureau which provides workshops and trainings throughout Colorado. Aurora: A Northland Lesbian Center, 8
Center Lines, the Center's newsletter, North 2nd Avenue East, Duluth, MN
includes listings, a calendar of events, and 55802
In 1988 a Lesbian Community Center
articles on themes such as gay and lesbian
teens. More recently, the Center has estab- was established in Duluth by a core group
lished an AIDS Bereavement Program of women dedicated to establishing a
supporting all people who have lost some- means for building and supporting a lesone to AIDS, and has become an umbrella bian community in the area. Renamed
for organizations of African-American, Aurora: A Northland Lesbian Center in
January of 1989, the group identifies itself
Latino, and Asian gay men and lesbians.
One of the most important pieces of as a feminist, grassroots organization seekwork done by GLCCC is its Anti-Violence ing to increase self-acceptance, selfProject. "The rapidly increasing incidence esteem, and positive social identification
of hate crimes directed not only at gays among lesbians in the community; to
and lesbians, but at other ethnic and social increase communication among lesbians
minorities has become a national concern. in the northeast Minnesota region; to proLegislatures in several states are currently vide visibility for lesbian issues in the
examining ways and means of addressing community at large; and to promote
the problem. Regrettably, victims of these women's cultural enrichment through culcrimes are without access to avenues of tural and social events.
The need for a lesbian center in the
redress. This is particularly true within the
gay and lesbian community, where fear of Duluth area was first articulated when, in
further victimization by law enforcement 1988, a group of area lesbians began to
agents, of increased harassment or reper- ' meet regularly and recognized that there ·
cussions such as loss of jobs or existed no means for networking with or
housing ...keeps people from reporting or supporting lesbians in the area, or for educating the Duluth community on lesbian
taking direct action."
When the Center began to see an issues. In response, the Center _opened and
increase in the number of hate crimes began offering a program of support for
being reported to their telephone services, lesbians, including discussion and peer
they initiated a documentation process to support groups staffed by volunteers and
assemble data on the frequency and sever- student interns. In May of 1989 Aurora
ity of hate crimes, including physical vio- hired its first paid staff member in
lence and harassment, entrapment, sexual response to the increasing demands for
assault and harassment, employment and drop-in hours and services. The range of
housing discrimination, property damage,
continued on page eight
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BAGMAL were spent on building and
unifying the Asian lesbian and gay community, as well as defining the needs and
aspirations of that community. While this
process continues as one of the primary
efforts of AMALGM, throughout its history the organization has also served as a
public voice for Asian lesbians and gay
men. Since 1980, BAG MAL/AMALGM
has provided speakers to Boston's Gay
Pride marches, held education workshops
at the Chinatown South Cove Health Center, and publicized the issues of the community through articles in Gay Community News and Sojourner and in the
documentary, Pink Triangle.
From 1983 through 1987, BAGMAL
continued both strands of its work - comm unity building and education - culminating in 1987 in the publication of the
first BAGMAL Newsletter. The Newsletter has been in continuous publication
since then, serving as a voice for Asian
lesbians and gay men. The Newsletter has
emphasized inclusiveness, in particular
using an interview format to give voice to
the diversity of Asian experiences in the
Boston area. In 1988, BAGMAL changed
its name to AMALGM, reflecting both its
increasing interest in creating an active
partnership between gay men and lesbians,
and the expansion of its focus outside the
Boston area.
While AMALGM continues its local
community-building efforts, the organization's expansion outside the Boston community has characterized the work of
AMALGM in the last four years. Since
1988, AMALGM has been a central force

In each issue of Resist we highlight a few
recent grants we have made to projects in
a particular area. In this issue in honor of
lesbian and gay pride month, we feature
several gay and lesbian organizations.
The information in these reports is provided to us by the groups themselves. For
more information, please write to them at
the addresses listed.

Alliance of Massachusetts Asian Lesbians and Gay Men, P.O. Box 543, Prudential Station, Boston, MA 02199
Founded in 1979 as BAGMAL
(Boston Asian Gay Men and Lesbians),
the Alliance of Massachusetts Asian Lesbians and Gay Men (AMALGM) both
provides support for its members and
seeks to create a unified and supportive
community through which to fight racism
and homophobia. AMALGM's objectives
include providing a safe and informal
environment within which Asian lesbians
and gay men can share their experiences,
opinions, and ideas; combating racism
within the gay and lesbian community by
making the viewpoints and interests of
Asian people in the community more visible; and fighting homophobia in local
Asian communities through education,
outreach, and visibility.
What began as a loosely structured
support group dedicated to providing a
safe place for gay men and lesbians of
Asian background to explore issues of
race and sexuality in their own lives has
established itself as an important force in
the Boston community. The early years of
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in organizing retreats for Asian gay men
and lesbians throughout the Northeast and
across the nation, and through these meetings has built its connections to other lesbian and gay organizations. AMALGM
has also begun cooperating with GLAD
(Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders) to offer annual workshops focusing,
for example, on the ways in which recent
immigration reforms affect gay men and
lesbians.
More recently, AMALGM has initiated new work dedicated to developing a
community response to AIDS. Central to
this effort will be the publication of a special AIDS supplement to AMALGM's
regular newsletter. As the group reports,
"In the past we have had scattered articles
on AIDS and safe sex but we now feel the
need for a comprehensive and cohesive
collection of views and opinions focusing
exclusively on the health crisis and how it
affects gay Asians. Our objectives are to
awaken our community to the fact that
AIDS is with us and that denial has to
stop." While targeted at the Asian community, the supplement will also be circulated
to local AIDS service organizations to
alert them to the needs and perspectives of
Asian gay men and lesbians. To this end,
the group has collected a range of articles
covering such issues as AIDS activism;
support and education services; safe sex;
and care and support for people with
AIDS. The Resist grant will be used to
cover the production, printing, and mailing
costs for this special supplement.

WeWah & BarCheeAmpe, Zeckendorf
Towers Suite 141, 111 East 14th Street,
New York, NY 10003
WeWah & BarCheeAmpe was founded in the fall of 1989 and is the first group
in New York City to address the needs of
Native American gay men and lesbians of
"Turtle Island." These initial years have
been important to the group's development, as they have come together to begin
to develop a strategy for combating culturalism and racism both within and outside
of the gay and lesbian community.
WeWah & BarCheeAmpe is named
after two figures in Native American
history who embody the spirit of the organization. WeWah (1849-1896), a Zuni, is
still recalled in stories today as "that man
continued on page nine
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